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Abstract
The Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test, a test which measures an individual’s
hue discrimination ability, operates with the fundamental assumption that it
is administered using a fixed, standard illuminant. This assumption is
violated when the testing illuminant is changed—as is common when testing
color discrimination ability of an illuminant—which likely causes a reordering
of the caps in the test. To ensure that a participant is not falsely penalized for
correctly responding to a hue transposition caused by the new testing light
source, an adjusted error score is proposed which reconciles light sourceinduced hue transpositions and participant performance on the test.

Introduction

The Farnsworth-Munsell 100 Hue Test (FM-100) is a physical test of hue
discrimination, consisting of 85 colored caps whose chromaticities are
distributed around the hue circle. It contains four separate trays of caps—
Tray A is nominally red to red-orange, B is yellow to yellow-green, C is green
to green-blue, and D is indigo to indigo-magenta—that are moveable between
two fixed, colored end caps (Figure 1). The test is used to evaluate the hue
discrimination ability of an individual, to classify that individual into
superior, average, or low discrimination ability, and to identify individual
color anomaly [Farnsworth 1957].
Concerning a light source, color discrimination describes the ability of a light
source to allow observers to distinguish between colors of slightly different
hue when viewed simultaneously [Thornton 1972]. To quantify this ability,
past researchers have used an experimental design that has participants
complete the FM-100 hue test under systematically varied light spectra
[Boyce and Simons 1977; Esposito 2016; Esposito and Houser 2017; Mahler
and others 2009; Rea and Freyssinier-Nova 2008; Royer and others 2012; Wei
and Houser 2012]. Though varying the light source is necessary for
determining a causal link between light source performance parameters and
light source color discrimination, doing so violates the intrinsic requirement
that the FM-100 hue test be administered with a fixed testing source.

Adjusted Total Error Score (TESadj)

The adjusted Total Error Score (TESadj) [Esposito and Houser 2017] is a
modified Farnsworth-type error score which compares the order of the FM-100
hue test chips illuminated by the testing source—calculated based on hue
angle in the a’-b’ plane of the CAM02-UCS [Fairchild 2013; Luo and others
2006]—to a participant’s order of caps. TESadj guarantees that a participant is
not penalized for correctly responding to a hue transposition caused by the
light source, nor mistakenly rewarded because the analysis does not consider
the light source’s impact on cap order. TESadj reconciles the discrepancy
between a light source-induced transposition and a transposition arranged by
a participant performing the test:
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is a counter for the 4 trays (i = 1 is “A”, 2 is “B”, 3 is “C”, and 4 is “D”);

Cj

is the cap number of the jth cap;

CEj

is the cap error of the jth cap;

n

is the number of moveable caps in the tray corresponding to i
(n = 22 for Tray A, and 21 for Tray B, C, and D)

AES

is the standard error score for tray A;

BES

is the standard error score for tray B;

CES

is the standard error score for tray C;

DES

is the standard error score for tray D.

Total Light Source Error Score, Rd
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i

is a counter for the 4 trays (i = 1 is “A”, 2 is “B”, 3 is “C”, and 4 is “D”);

Ctj

is the cap number of the jth cap, as ordered by the testing light source;

CEtj

is the cap error of the jth cap, as ordered by the testing light source;

n

is the number of moveable caps in the tray corresponding to i
(n = 22 for Tray A, and 21 for Tray B, C, and D)

Rd

is the total light source error score;

Rd,A

is the light source error score for tray A;

Rd,B

is the light source error score for tray B;

Rd,C

is the light source error score for tray C;

Rd,D

is the light source error score for tray D.
Figure 2
(Top left) A generalized
comparison of standard Error Score and
adjusted Error Score. Point 1 indicates
that the standard error score equals the
adjusted error score (i.e. ES = ESadj),
which only occurs when a light source
causes no cap transpositions (Rd = 0).
For point 2, the adjusted error score is
higher than a standard error score of
zero (i.e. ESadj > ES = 0), which occurs
when a light source causes many
transpositions and the participant
orders their caps in exact numerical
order. For point 3, the standard error
score is higher than an adjusted error
score of zero (i.e. ES > ESadj = 0), which
occurs when the light source causes
several
transpositions,
and
the
participant exactly responds. (Top
right/bottom left/bottom right) Tray B,
Tray C, and Total Error Score
comparison for Esposito and Houser
[2016]. Seventeen of their 24
experimental spectra caused at least
one hue transposition, resulting in a
large overall discrepancy between TES
and TESadj.
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The score for any individual cap of the FM-100 test “is the sum of the
[absolute] difference between the number of that cap and the numbers of the
caps adjacent to it” minus 2 [Farnsworth 1957]. For example, the
arrangement 29-30-31-32 has an error score of zero, and 29-31-30-32 (one
transposition) has an error score of 4. Two transpositions correspond to an
error score of 8, three an error of 12, four transpositions an error of 16, and
so on. The Total Error Score (TES) is computed as the sum of the error scores
for each of the four separate trays of the test:
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Figure 1 (Top) The distribution of caps of the FM-100
hue test in the a’-b’ plane of CAM02-UCS illuminated
by CIE Standard Illuminant C. The caps have an
average lightness correlate (J’) of 60.15 and an average
colorfulness correlate (M’) of 19.73 [Luo and others
2006]. The dashed circle shows an equal colorfulness
of 19.73 across all hues. Number labels indicate cap
number. (Bottom) Top view of the four physical test
trays of the FM-100 test.
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To right this discrepancy, an
adjusted Total Error Score is
detailed which accounts for the
interaction between the light source
Spectral Power Distribution (SPD)
and
the
Spectral
Reflectance
Distribution (SRD) of the FM-100
hue test chips.
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Applying (1) directly to the cap order under the testing illuminant produces an
objective measure of light source-induced cap transpositions, called the Total
Light Source Error Score, Rd [Esposito 2016; Esposito and Houser 2017];
Esposito and Houser [2017] propose Rd as a measure of color discrimination.
Rd is a source-specific error score, and is the sum of the source-specific error
scores for each of the four trays of the FM-100 hue test:

Changing the testing light source
will alter the hue, chroma, and
lightness of the test chips, but it
may also swap colored caps, or
significantly reorder them altogether
[Moreland
and
others
2014;
Esposito 2016; Esposito and Houser
2017]. When the test is administered
using a light source that causes
such transpositions of caps, errors
will be miscalculated and the
experimental results distorted.
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Conclusion

This work details an adjusted error score calculation for the FarnsworthMunsell 100 Hue Test that considers the impact of a light source’s spectra on
cap order, which corrects a fundamental discrepancy between actual cap
order and participant performance in color discrimination research. Studies
that administer the FM-100 hue test without CIE C or Daylight should utilize
the adjusted error score calculation to avoid potentially distorted results.

